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Murray man learns more about life of famous relati
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It could be said that Murray's Jim Peyton had
the vacation of his lifetime around two weeks ago
— figuratively and literally.
A direct of descendent of Horace L. Hunley. a
native of Sumner County, Tenn., for whom the
first submarine to successfully attack an enemy •
ship is named, he had
planned eight months in
advance to be in Charleston,
S.C., for the burial of the
eight men who guided the
Confederate cr9ift on that
'mission to breach ea Union
blockade during the Civil
War, only to sink, from
that
causes
unknown
night.
1864
ry
Februa
He could not have known,
Hunley
though, how involved he
himself would be in the festivities that culminated with a mammoth Confederate funeral that
involved 9,000-plus re-enactors and was witd
nessed by at least 20.000 others aroun
Charleston.
"People just treated me like royalty," said
Peyton, fourth cousin to Hunley v. ho drowned
while testing the sub. "I haven't been able to
sleep for three weeks. I've wanted to go (to
Charleston) all my life and see Horace's grave. I
never dreamed, though, that I'd see the sub
itself."
That came a few days before the funeral at a
,
laboratory in North Charleston where the Hunley
er
Sumpt
Ft.
near
Ocean
ic
Atlant
recovered in.the
ve
in 2000, sits in a 55,0(X)-gallon tank to preser
known
was
name
its metal framework. Peyton's
to those that run the facility. including State Sen.

Photo provided

the graveside of Horace L. Hunley, who
Jim Peyton shows the Hunley family Bible at
rine to attack an enemy vessel. Also
subma
is credited with the creation of the first
family heirloom, inset.
shown is Hunley's name that is written in the
members that arc worth an e•I mated
crew
y
Glenn McConnell, chairman of the Hunle
$325,000 apiece. One recreation includes what is
Commission. Upon notification that Peyton had
believed to be the pipe a victim was smoking the
arrived. McConnell asked to meet Hunley's
night of the mission.
fourth cousin face-to-face.
Along with Sen. McConnell. the Peyton% —
days.
three
It was just the start of a surreal
and minus oldest son Timothy Hunley Peyton. a stuPeyton, accompanied by wife, Alex,
dent at Calloway County High School who
youngest son, Travis, was allowed to see things
not open yet to the general public, including
y III See Page 3A
artists recreations of the faces of the eight Hunle

Weaks hopes to expand for parking's sake
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
The Weaks Community Center is
in need more space. Parking space,
that is.
The Weaks Center, located at
Sixth and Poplar streets, houses the
Calloway-County Senior Citizens,
as well as other local agencies such
as Need Line, the Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red Cross
and the Murray-Calloway County
Transit Authority. But when a large
group of seniors come in for lunch
at the senior center, it's hard for the
other agencies to find parking until
after I or 2 p.m.
Senior Citizens Center Executive
Director Eric Kelleher, who also
serves as building manager. is trying
to raise money for the Weaks Center
to obtain additional parking just

west of the building to hopefully
alleviate the parking problems.
"The lunch crowd is staying
longer," he said. "Usually you can't
find a parking space until after 2
p.m. We had a tenants meeting
recently and they can't have any
type of meeting around lunch time."
Kelleher said right now individu7
als are already walking from the
Calloway County Health and
Wellness Center parking lot —
located two blocks away — and the
First United Methodist Church
parking lot between Sixth and .Fifth
streets to get to the Weaks Center.
Since the Weaks Center was been
rebuilt following a 2000 fire, it has
grown 50 percent. And with the plan
to expand parking. more growth is
expected.
"I think if we expand the park-

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times phot

ed during a recent
The Weaks Center parking lot sits crowd
lunchtime rush.
placed S;.i5)0 to pit the
ing, we will grow again." Kelleher already
said.
The Weaks Center Board has
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
A local attorney presented evidence of social, economic and
physical change surrounding residential property on Southwood
Drive in an attempt to convince the
Marray Planning Commission to
rezone the plat to commercial.
Randy Hutchens was representing John and Joretta Randolph, who
live at 1025 Southwood Drive. during a special commission meeting
Tuesday night. The more-than-twohour hearing was filled with eviTHREE SECTIONS —28 PAGES
2B-5B
dence about- why the multi-family
lassifieds
residential zoned property should
6B
omics
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6Aommunity
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011IM
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realth
ing request.
8A-9A
ports
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to establish control.
rhe Associated Press
"We're going to continue to push
A
ALLUJAH, Iraq (AP) —
is of explosions and gunfire the political track as far as it's going
.ed Fallujah today in new fight- to take us. And if it doesn't take us
the day after a heavy battle in far enough, we're prepared to usc
:h U.S. warplanes and artillery, military means," Brig. Gen. Mark
nded the city in a show dl force Kimmitt told ABC's "Good
nst Sunni insurgents holed up in Morning America."
In southern Iraq, meanwhile
JIM
lunfire and mortar blasts could gunmen ambushed a Ukrainian con
card for more than an hour from voy outside the city of Kut, barrag
d
thwestem Fallujah in the after- ing it with rocket-propelle
One
guns.
ne
machi
and
es
grenad
n, then three thunderous explois shook the area as warplanes Ukrainian was killed and two
led overhead. Two black plumes wounded, the Ukrainian Defense
smoke rose over the area, as Ministry said.
Shiite militiamen loyal to radical
vy machine-gun fire continued.
Muqtada al-Sadr succeeded
cleric
of
t
days
3espite three straigh
.les, U.S. officials say they are in driving Ukrainian peacekeepers
, but
hing ahead with negotiations to out of Kut earlier this month
Ave the Fallujah standoff rather U.S. troops later swept into the city,
n launch an all-out offensive. pushing out most of the militiamen.
U.S. troops aiming to capture alpolice took up posts in parts of
city, laying the groundwork for
rine patrols to begin circulating •See Page 2A
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Black Hawk chopper
found; three are dead

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
•A theft report was filed at 10:52 a.m. Monday concerning a trailer on
West Grove Drive
• Jason J. Jackson, 22, of Mayfield, was arrested at 12:27 p.m. Monday
on a second-degree escape charge Jackson appeared in Calloway
Circuit Court and when a deputy was putting him back into the car to
return to jail, he ran on foot while he was handcuffed He was located in
the backyard of a residence near the 400 block of North Sixth Street.
• A theft was reported in progress at 1:09 p.m. Monday of a trailer on
Seth Lane
— Information is obtained from reports,
logs and citations from various agencies.

FLORENCE. S.C. (AP) — A
truck driver spotted the wreckage of
an Army helicopter on a river bank
after it vanished during a training
mission in had weather, and
searchers later reco% ered the bodies
of the three soldiers who were
aboard.
The wreckage of the UH-60
Black Hawk was found Tuesday
night near a bridge off Interstate 95,
about 100 miles northeast of
Columbia, said Maj. Rich Patterson.

Jury to hear case
against Murray
woman, boyfriend
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SherifIKSPLog

AP Photo

Volunteer firefighters, from left, Chris Grimsley, of South
Lynches Volunteer Fire Department, Kenny Coxe and Toby
Bellamy of Windy Hill Volunteer Fire Department, search a dirt
road for a U.S. Army Blackhawk helicopter in Florence County,
S.C., Tuesday.
a Fort Bragg spokesman at the command post here. The soldiers' bodies
were recovered later.
The helicopter . was reported
missing Monday night during a
flight from Fort Bragg, N.C., to
Florence that involved training with
night vision goggles.
"The unit has spoken with the

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The grand jury will hear a case
involving a Murray woman and her
boyfriend who were arrested earlier
this month on multiple-drug related
offense at an abandoned house on
Meyers Road.
Janice C. Cotterman, 39, and
James Kemmerzell, 38, appeared in
on
Calloway District Court
prelimitheir
for
morning
Tuesday
nary hearings. The judge bound
over the case the grand jury.
The couple was arrested April 18
after Calloway County Sheriff's
Department deputies responded to a
possible burglary at an abandoned
house on Meyers Road. Cotterman
and Kemmerzell met at The location,
deputies said.

Cotterman faces charges of complicity to first-degree trafficking a
controlled substance (methamphetamine), possession of marijuana,
possession of drug paraphernalia,
operating a motor vehicle under the
influence, having an open beverage
container in the vehicle, controlled
substance prescription not in original container (Loritab), first-degree
possession of a controlled substance
(methamphetamine) and firstdegree promoting contraband,
according to her arrest citation from
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department.
Kemmerzell is charged with trafficking methamphetamine, possession of marijuana, possession of
drug paraphernalia and carrying
concealed deadly weapons, according to the sheriff's department.

families, however, we are waiting
for the official casualty notification
procedures before we release the.
names," Patterson said. He didn't
have the exact time when the bodies
were recovered or where they were
found.
The helicopter was spotted by a
truck driver along 1-95.

Murray Water System to
flush hydrants May 2
The City of Murray Water System will be flushing fire hydrants on
Sunday, beginning at 7 a.m. Flushing will be completed around 4 p.m.
increase
The Water System flushes the main lines semi-annually to
up.
built
sediment
any
of
system
the
clear
to
water flow in order
to run a
In case of any discoloration, customers should allow cold water
flushing
until
wait
should
however,
clothes,
Washing
few minutes to clear.
is completed and water has cleared.

JOHN WRIGHTLedger & Times photo

Senior Citizens Center director Eric Kelleher, left, and Calloway
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins stand on property at 701 Poplar
Street which the Weaks Center Board hopes to purchase in
order to expand parking.

•Parking ...
From Front
property at 701 Poplar Street on
hold; however Kelleher estimates
buying the property and getting it
ready for a parking lot will cost
$110,000.
So far, the center has raised
$7,000 through donations. The goal
is to raise $30,000.

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court has already provided $31.000
from the sale of some Housing and
Urban Development property.
"We feel fortunate to be able to
secure the property," said county
Judge-Executive Larry Elkins.
"Money doesn't just fall out of the
sky. This is going to be an ongoing
project of the Weaks Center."

MCLOSETMAID
Wire & Laminate
Shelving & Storage Systems
The only vinyl coated wire shelving in the business.
Blinds & Shades

6th Season

Farmers' and Consumers'

Saturday Market
Beginning May 29th, 2004
7:30 a.m. til Noon
Maple Street • Murray Court Square
Area Farmers
Small Patch or Backyard Gardeners
Concessionaires and Entertainers
Are
Encouraged to Participate Where You'll Find
"The Bounty of The County"
• Fruits & Vegetables
• BBQ & Smoked Meats
• Flowers, Herbs & Plants

• Homemade Breads & Desserts
• Woodworks & Crafts
• Honey & Candies

Call 753-7222 for Vendor Information

t

.x2' Closet
11 Average
$1301

Free Estimates - Fast Installation

270-753-9688
www.closetmaid.com

4831 Poor Farm Road • Murray, KY 42071
Jesus owns it all.

From Front
from agriculture in 1987 to accommodate the portion of the land that
was eventually developed in the
neighboring condominiums.
"B-2 is the correct zoning
because there is nothing else from
Chestnut Street all the way up
here," John Randolph said, following U.S. 641 north on a city map."I
also have a single-family dwelling
in an R-4 zone."
According to Hutchens, commercial zones surround 60.4 percent of Randolph's property. A government zone, which includes the
Bee Creek Soccer Complex, makes
up 19.3 percent of the property
boundary. Only 20.3 percent of the
property border is multi-family residential.
"Nearly 80 percent of Mr.
Randolph's property is bordered by
either business or government
property, not R-4," Hutchens said.
He also said that economic
changes have increased property
values and led to zoning changes on
nearby properties. In 1975, John
Randolph bought 31.83 acres on
Southwood Drive for $30,000,
which means each acre sold for
$942. In 1993, an almost I6-acre
portion of the tract that is now WalMart and the shopping center that
includes Dollar Tree sold for
$14,269 per acre.
Amerihost developers bought
the hotel's current 2.228-acre location for $260,000, or $116,697 per
acre, in 1996. About 1.2 acres
where Burger King was later built
was purchased for $400,000, or
$322,763 per acre, in 1997. In
2001, Applebee's developer bought
its location for $321,944 per acre.
The Randolphs were the first
residents to build a house in the
Southwood Drive area and the couple has noticed increased traffic
since then because of commercial
development, including three
hotels.
"Your property is an example of
a place a hotel can be successful,"
Hutchens said to Randolph, suggesting a possible development
idea because hotels tend to congregate and can be built only in B-2
zones.
Ellen Miltner lives in one of the
condominiums on Southwood
Drive. "I would hate to see what
would be put there and totally
enclosed in," she said.
Gem Anderson said she and her
daughter live in separate condos in
the complex and enjoy the nearby
open space. "I'd just hate to see
something come in and ruin it for
us," she said. "We love the soccer
fields and don't mind that traffic.
We want more of that for the young
people."
"That's his property," Hutchens
said, responding to the concern
about losing open space. "Whether
he develops it as R-4 or B-2, that's
his right."
commission
planning
The
denied the same rezoning request at
its Feb. 18, 2003, meeting. The
Randolphs filed a lawsuit about two
months later, claiming the commission meetings should be electronically recorded and transcriptions of
the minutes provided as needed.
The property owners also said the
commission failed to adopt adequate finds of fact as the law
requires in denying their request.
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust
ordered the matter back to the planning commission for a new hearing
with a complete record the day
before he was scheduled to hear the
case during a bench trial at the
beginning of March.

Friend Day 2004 A
Come join us at
the

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST

SUNDAY, MAY
9 a.m.
Morning Bible Class
10 a.m.
Morning Worship
(Potluck meal immediately following)
2 p.m.
Singing
3 p.m.
Evening Worship
Additional information may be obtained by calling 492-8707
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•Pound ...

•Hunley ...

From Front

From Front
stayed behind because of classes met others who have been instrumental in the post-recovery process
that commission members hope will
end in its reconstruction and permanent display of the craft outside a
water tank.
And all showed a great deal of
interest when Jim Peyton unveiled a
Hunley family relic, a bible believed
to be more than 200 years old.
At the burial site, the bible's
presence created more than a small
stir.
"I ended up doing two television
interviews," he said as he displayed
a photograph of himself with the
huge book beside Hunley's gravestone at Charleston's Magnolia
Cemetery. "People would just come
running up. They wanted to touch it.
They'd ask, 'Are you a Hunley
descendent?,' and other questions
like that. I felt like a rock star.
"As far as being able to sit down
with people and talk with them, I
could've done that all day, but the
crush was a little much. Out of this,
though, I've got a stack of cards
from people wanting to stay in touch
with me, and I've made friends I
really want to stay in touch-with."

I've wanted to go
(to Charleston) all my
life and see Horace's
grave. I never dreamed,
though, that I'd see the
11
sub itself.
— Jim Peyton
He would like to do that with
other Hunley descendants, whom he
had not seen until going to
Charleston. Bobbie Wright is the
family's genealogist from Loudon,
Tenn. Wilson Gaidry and Roberta
Gaidry are siblings from Louisiana,
where Hunley first started the quest
for a sub before trying again in
Mobile, Ala., and finally Charleston.
"We're lucky to be able to do
this. Horace didn't have any children of his own," said Peyton, who
had been researching his relative,
who drowned in late 1863 in the
second accident involving the submarine. "He did all kinds of things.
He had a law degree from Tulane
University. he owned a plantation,
he was an inventor. His father had
fought against the British with

Photo provided

able to meet
During his time in Charleston, Jim Peyton was
from left,
from
are,
Shown
Hunley.
Horace
of
other descendents
gist, Jim
genealo
descendent Pat Wright, Bobbie Wright, family
In
Gaidry.
Wilson
and
Peyton, Alex Peyton, descendents Wanda
Roberta
and
son,
t
younges
front are Travis Peyton, Jim's
Gaidry, descendent.

Sadr and suppress his militia began
Wednesday to gradually expand
their operations out of their base in
the holy city of Najaf. Soldiers set
up checkpoints on the road outside
the base — the main route between
the center of Najaf and the center of
neighboring Kufa.
The military is seeking to
increase pressure on al-Sadr but is
treading carefully, promising to stay
away from sacred Shiite sites at the
heart of the city. The base, where
U.S. troops moved in earlier this
week, is about three miles from the
shrines.
A U.S. soldier died Tuesday in
Baghdad, raising the U.S. death toll
for April to 115 — the same number
killed during the invasion of Iraq
that toppled Saddam Hussein last
year. Up to 1.2(X) Iraqis also have
been killed this month.
Saddam's 67th birthday was
Wednesday. his first in U.S. detention at an undisclosed location since
being captured by American troops
in December. In his hometown of
Tikrit, there were no apparent signs
of celebration, and schools and universities were closed.
Baghdad. gunmen
Outside
opened fire on a military convoy
headed in the direction of Fallujah,
killing or wounding at least two
people.
After the attack, a cargo truck
JOHN WRIGHT Ledger 8 Times photo
was left with its tires shot out and
be windshield pockmarked with hulJim Peyton stares at the Hunley family Bible, believed to
to
him
with
book
the
carried
He
old.
around 200 years
that
men
eight
the
of
burial
recent
the
for
S.C.,
ton,
Charles
drowned on the H.L. Hunley submarine during the Civil War.
Andrew Jackson in the Battle of
New Orleans, so don't you know he
told Horace some incredible things?
"And from what I've seen about
him. Horace wanted to be known.
Horace wanted to do something
great. He studied great men ... and
how they died."
Lt. James Dixon made sure
Hunley's name would go down in
history, following Hunley's drowning during a training accident in
Charleston Bay. Within a short time,
he had assembled a crew to continue
the work toward finding a way to
break the blockade that was preventing essential items from reaching
the South.
On Feb. 17, 1864, when the vessel sank the Housatonic, though the
success was short-lived, it had not
only finished Hunley's work in
style, it had paved the way to the

Do You 'FeelLike Yru're
One Trurting?
ne of the least acknowledged and least
addressed concerns in our society is Grief.

future, where submarines would be
used as valuable weapons in
wartime around the world.
"During t the funeral for the
Hunley's crew ). I felt a deep conrfeetion with their personal history,
even though they were dead and had
been for a long time." said Peyton.
remembering how the depth of the
moment was put into perspective by
forensics photographer Chris Ohm
as a Confederate re-enactment battery provided a 52-cannon salute to
the departed. He told me, 'I hope
you will always remember that it
was your family that instigated all of
this,' and he had tears rolling down
his cheeks.
"I never really got emotional during the burial, but there were definitely a couple of times where I had
chills," Peyton added. "That was
one of them. I'll never forget that."

AP Phot,

An Iraqi family passes through
a U.S. military checkpoint as
they leave Fallujah, Iraq, 37
miles (60 kilometers) west of
Baghdad, today.
lets. Pools of blood were on either
side of the truck's cab, and U.S. soldiers at the scene said two casualties
were taken away. Their nationalities
were unknown.
Today's fighting came after a
heavy battle on Tuesday night
against insurgents holed up in the
northern neighborhood of Jolan. a
slum area of tight alley ways. AC130 gunships and artillery pounded
insurgent targets in Jolan.

Defer Your Taxes,
Not Your Retirement
With Woodmen Financial Services,
you con make long-term
investment plans toward
achieving your retirement goals.

Woodmen
Financial
Services

For more information, contact
Nancy Buchanan
Registered Representative
300 S. 5th St., Murray, KY 42071
(270) 767-0077

Securities odered through
Woodmen Financial Services' at
1700 Fermin" Street, Omaha, NE 68102
or call toll tree at 877-664-3332

A wholfy owned subsidiary of Woodmen of the World/Omaha Woodmen Life Insurance Society
'Member of NASD, SIPC

Dreaming about building a new
home? Let us take you from
construction to completion, at a
rock bottom rate!

If you or someone you know
is hurting please join us
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from 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.

;At

at the Calloway County Library
For an open information session about

Grief!Recovery® Outreach Program,
an 10 week action program designed to
resolve loss issues and move on to a
richer quality of life.
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Grief is the normal and natural reaction
to loss. Whether your loss is from:
•Death of a Loved One
•Divorce or End of a Relationship
•Loss of Career
•Loss of a Substance Dependency
•Loss of Trust •Loss of Dreams
•Loss of Security •Loss of Health

For More Information Please Call 753-8888
Churchill Imes Family Funeral Home & Imes-Miller Funeral Home
Offers This Service At No Cost To Individuals In The Community.
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Dorothy Terry,
GriefRecovery Specialist

Imes-Miller
Funeral Home
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At first, he made his mark on
By BOB BAUM
teams but played his way to
special
Writer
Sports
AP
Starting safety.
TEsipE, Ariz.(AP)- Pat
In 2000, he broke the'franchise
Tillman overachieved in football.
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record
else.
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and just about
Too slow to he a great safety. too 12 solo tackles, and a hand in 21
small for an NFL linebacker, he got overall, in a 16-15 victory over
Washington that season.
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enth-round draft pick to starting
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safety for the Arizona Cardinals,
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Russell Warren Moore

The funeral for Russell Warren Moore will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Reid-Walters Funeral Home, Earlington. Burial
will follow in the Salem Baptist Church Cemetery,
Morton's Gap
Visitation will be at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray, from 5 to 8 p.m. Thursday and at Reid-Walters
Funeral Home, Earlington. from 5 to 8 p.m. Friday.
Mr. Moore, 45, North 18th Street, Murray, died
Saturday, April 24, 2004, at 6:25 p.m. His death was from
injuries sustained in an automobile accident on Highway
94 East.
He had received a bachelor of science degree in engineering physics and master's degree in physics from
Murray State University. He was also working toward a
Moore
bachelor in music degree and was in a nursing program at
Murray State. He was a member of First Christian Church, Earlington.
Preceding him in deaqi were his father, Hobert Moore, and his grandparin
ents, Warren and Alict Hightower. He was born June 23, 1958,
Madisonville.
Survivors include his mother, Mrs. Ruth Hightower Smith Martin, Murray;
one sister. Mrs. Lynne Vincent and husband, Jesse, Bremen; one brother, Dr.
William F. Smith and wife, Jenny. Madisonville; several nieces and nephews.

Administration airs $18 million ad
campaign for Medicare drug card
site omits the language about exclu"Good news for those with Medicare. You can on its Web
adminisWASHINGTON (AP)- The Bush
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the print.
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re and Medicaid Services.
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In addition, the ad text that Medica
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Ms. Lisa Rodgers Perkins

Ms. Lisa Rodgers Perkins, 38. Mayfield, died Monday, April 26, 2004, at
7:45 a.m. at Jackson Purchase Medical Center, Mayfield.
Preceding her in death were her father, Charles Rodgers, and one brother,
Keith Rodgers. She was of Baptist faith.
Survivors include one daughter, Heather Perkins, one son, John Brady, her
fiance, Jack Erwin, and her mother and stepfather. Florence and Wayne
Vibbert. all of Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs. Pam Runyon, Kirksey, Mrs. Gail
Johnson, Symsonia. and Mrs. Charlotte Clark, Wingo; four brothers, Martin
ton;
Rodgers, Joe Rodgers, Chuck Rodgers and Terry Rodgers, all of Farming
ephews.
great-n
and
eces
great-ni
s,
nephew
nieces,
several
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown Funeral
Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Wayne Rambo and the Rev. C.W. Jackson will officiate.
y
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Burial
.
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Ronnie
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Olive Church of Christ Cemetery, Gob.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
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Sue Hitt Bowers Elder
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Senate president's wife named in ethics complaint
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-The
wife of Senate President David
Williams has been accused in an
ethics complaint of intentionally
failing to register as a legislative
lobbyist.
Democratic Rep. Kathy Stein of
Lexington filed the complaint
Tuesday against Robyn Williams,
wife of the General Assembly's top
Republican. Robyn Williams is a
first-time lobbyist who registered as
an executive-branch lobbyist in
February and as a legislative lobbyist March 22.
David Williams criticized Stein.
"She's making allegations that
are unsubstantiated out of her personal hate for me," said Williams,
of Burkesville. "This complaint is
unfounded, politically motivated
and uncalled for, and I am offended
by her actions. I would never do

"It's obvious that she would have
access to the Senate leadership, and
that's where the power lies in the
General Assembly these days,"
Stein said.
Robyn Williams, of Russell
Springs, has said she did not have to
register legislatively because she
wasn't lobbying her husband's colleagues. But when the executive
director of the Legislative Ethics
Commission, Anthony Wilhoit, said
that she should register, she did, on
behalf of three clients.
Wilhoit said the commission, at
the request of its staff, had planned
to discuss Robyn Williams' registration at its regular meeting Tuesday
when it learned that Stein had filed
the complaint. That delayed action
on the matter, Wilhoit said, because
targets of complaints must be given
20 days to respond before the com-

another member
of the General
Assembly or a
family member
of anyone like
that."
Williams
said his wife
would not comment on the
matter because
Williams
she is the subcoma
ject of
plaint.
Stein, a lawyer. said the
Williamses are both lawyers and
should be familiar with the requirements of the ethics law. She said the
complaint is not politically motivated, and she does not hate Williams.
Stein said Robyn Williams was
hired because she has access to
power.

Son of late governor, uncle
of congressman found dead

mission may act.
David Williams said he favored
the bills that his wife and other lobbyists were promoting, but he did
not lobby other legislators to pass
them and made no official moves to
advance them.
Robyn Williams' clients included: Clark Distributing Inc. of
Bowling Green, part of a group of
beer distributors that won legislation giving them more protection
from brewers; and a group of small
tobacco manufacturers that are part
of the national tobacco settlement
and got a bill forcing non -participating manufacturers to pay more to
cover possible future judgments
over smoking-related illnesses.
Williams said he did not vote on
the beer and tobacco bills as a gesture to "opinions expressed by people who are my enemies anyyv ay."

Service Beyond Compare

a cabin his
VERSAILLES. Ky. (AP) - Kentucky home was
behind
office
an
as
used
once
father
late
the
of
Dan Chandler, son
Kentucky governor A.B. "Happy" the old family home.
At his death. Chandler worked
Chandler and uncle of U.S. Rep.
Rampart Resort Management in
for
at
dead
Ben Chandler, was found
Vegas. He also was vice presiLas
70.
was
He
es.
Versaill
in
home
his
of the Woodford Sun. which he
dent
probhealth
Chandler had had
lems in recent months and was formerly co-owned.
found dead in his bed by his brother, A.B. Chandler Jr., Woodford
County Coroner Steve Ward said.
"It's a bad shock to us," said his
brother, who is publisher of the
Woodford Sun newspaper.
Chandler. a Woodford County
native, had worked off and on in
Las Vegas casinos since 1973. He
had a home in Las Vegas. His
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•Thousands of Designs To Choose From
•Competitive Prices •Locally Owned & Operated
3812 Hwy. 641 North (Next to Rolling Hills Nursery)

270-759-1333

drivermotors.com • drivermotors.com • deivermotors.com

Investments Since 1854...
Our best inrcst went is you.
AT

STOCK MARKET
prices as of 9 a.m. REPORT
Dow Jones Ind. Ai g. _1042231 • 55.85
31.74 • 0.71
Air Products
Anthem ........_._.___.94.82 + 1.48
• 0.07
AT&T ......._......
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34.94113B&T
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........92.6
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Daimler Chrysler. ........46.29 • 0.33
32.99 .0.61
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Ford Motor
________30.36 - 0.19
Electric
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General Motors _._____49.21 - 0.29
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____17.12
...
Mattel
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.....16.99 • 0.14
Schering•Plough
41.63 • 0.06
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16,60.0.22
Time Warner
• 0.15
2&65
Union Planters
US Bancorp ....._,,,.,_25.98 • 0.20
+ 0.22
UST
Wal-Mart ________3&43• 0.17
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Until April 30th
purchase any NEW
vehicle al S100 below
factory invoice

MSRP $32,350

•

25,624

Program Cars,Trucks, Vans,& Sport Utility Vehicles
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2003 Dodge Ram Quad Cab 4x4
di 2004 Chrysler Pacifica
2003 Dodge Grand Caravans
r.
15 2004 Dodge Grand Caravans
• 2004 Dodge Stratus Sedan
1 2003 Dodge lntrepids
2004 Dodge Intrepids
2003 Dodge Stratus
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Starting at $17,888
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Starting at
Starting at
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$3,988 :,
Grand Caravan
1904 Chevrolet Ext. Cab. Z-71...$6,988 1999 Dodge
$7,888 1998 Chevrolet Cavalier (2 door)$4,488
' 1996 Dodge Ram 4x4
$6,388 1998 Chevrolet S-10 Ext. Cab...$3,988 -a
- 1997 Honda Passport 4x4
•
s.
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- OVER 100 MORE PRE-OWNED MARKED DOWN BELOW KELLEY BLUE BOOK

24 Hour A Day Inventory at drivennotors.com
;
Pre-Owned Hot Line 1-800-333-8258
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Ram 1500

270-753-3366 • 800-444-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. M-f
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FIVE STAR
*****

DRIVER MOTORS, INC.
CHRYSLER • DODGE • JEEP
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Summer School will
start at CCHS June 1

Burkeen
named for
honors

Calloway County High School Summer School
to
Program will start Tuesday, June I, according
.
Glenn Leckie, teacher
"Please be aware that the dates for the high
school program are different from the elementary program. Students must state high school
summer sessions on June 1. There are very strict
guidelines for summer school," Leckie said.
The teacher added, "It is necessary that all
students who need to attend Summer School, at
Calloway County High School, sign up with me
lo's
on Friday, May 7."
Datebook by noonmore
information *call Leckie at 762-7374,
For
Burkeen
Jo
By
407.
ext.
Community
Editor

Justin Burkeen of Dexter, a
student at Calloway County High
School. has been named for two
honors by the United States
Achievement Academy.
He has been named an AllAmerican Scholar. For this award
a student must earn a 3.3 or higher grade point average.
He was also named a national award winner in mathematics
by the academy.
Burkeen was nominated for
these awards by his marhematics
teacher, Vanda Elliott.
His biography will appear in
both publications.
Burkeen is the son of Jason
and Michelle Burkeen of Dexter.
His grandparents are Larry and
Anna Hale of Dexter.

Justin Burkeen
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Kailey Stone has been named
a national award winner by the
United States Achievement Academy.
A seventh grade student at Calloway County Middle School. she
was nominated for the award by
her teacher. Jeannetta ,McCallon.
Her biography will appear 'in
the academy yearbook.
Stone is an active member of
Northside Baptist Church and is
also a featured entertainer for
Glory Bound Ministries.
Her parents are Kerry and Sandra Stone.
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Clothes Closet will be open
will be open on Thursday,
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305 South 12th
Murray. KY • 753-7441
ADVERTISEMENT

Reader Had Wrinkles
Loves New Discovery
DEAR PATTY: Reinciiibei ss lien I
wrote you and told you how much
I hated looking older...what with
the wrinkles, crow's feet. crepey
throat, uneven blotches and dry.
aging skin. You told mc in your
column about EB5 Facial Cream.
Well. I bought ajar and I wish you
.ould see how much younger 1
1,44. It did all you said and more.
- Delighted. San Jose. CA
DEAR DELIGHTED: I knew you
stirtilui like 1135. Letters of praise
hate flowed from women of MI
ages telling me how wonderful
F115 Facial Cream is...they
found it to be five creams in one
lar . a Wrinkle Cream. Throat
cream...Firming Cream. .24hour Moisturizer.. and Make-up
Base.. all in one'

Photo pr( ,.,

NEW SUBSCRIBERS ONLY

Come by our office and pay',Dr a
1 Year Subscription
tion
Subscrip
6 Months

c
I'm told EB5 Facial Cream,
invented by Pharmacist Robert
Heldfond. is the #1 selling
cream in JCPenney's cosmetics
department. And its a
great value, one jar lasting
many months and sold
with a complete guarantee of
satisfaction. And be sure to ask
about his other discoveries.
NOTE TO MY READERS: To
learn more about EB5, call toll
free: 1-800-929-8325 or visit
their website at ..‘.v•.e65.com.
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Dexter Baptist Church Clothes Closet
d are
April 29. from 9 a.m. to noon•at the church in Dexter. Feature
For
them.
needing
those
to
free
infants to adult clothes which are
0.
437-489
at
Young
Linda
call
information

Glory Bound
Kailey Stone will perform at Enterta
inment Thursday,
Kailey Stone will perform at Glory Bound
April 29, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. Each
one is asked bring a can of food for Need Line. There is no admission, but a love offering will be taken. This is an outreach ministry
of Goshen United Methodist Church and the public is invited.

material
Alpha members will collect book
Woman's Club will

Members of Alpha Department of the Murray
be at the club house to collect histories of businesses, churches and
communities, including those that no longer are in existence Thursday. April 29, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. This material will be used in the book, "The Calloway County Family History,"
to be published soon.

Need the perfect place for all
your guests?

Handpainted Flower Pots From Spain
DeCorative & Functional For Indoor & Outdoor Use
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Suites for the Bride & Groom • Meeting Room Facilities
Book our rooms today!
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Omicron Delta Kappa Chapter honors leaders at

Engagement

reception

Murray State University's chapter
gave
of Omicron Delta Kappa recently
semesthis
of
honor
a reception in
ter's Leaders/Advisors of the Month
at the Alumni Center on campus.
The chapter is a national leadership honor society.
Honored were the following:
Dr. Bonnie Higginson, head of
White Residential College; Melanie
McCallon, Alliance advisor; Carol
Burkhart, treasurer of the Nontraditional
Student Organization; Lori Dial, Sigma
Sigma Sigma advisor;
Joe Hedges, Lambda Chi Alpha and
The Murray State News advisor; Erika
Trenholm Compton. president of the
MSU student chapter of the National
Science Teacher Association; Michelle
Houser, Alpha Omicron Pi member:
Jeanie Morgan, Student Govern*1
ment Association advisor; Lauren Jones,
Sigma Sigma Sigma member; Mike
Horner, MSU speech and debate team
member; Felicia West, AHT/Pre-Vet
Club advisor;
Photo provided
Emily Keel, Alpha Delta Pi memState University
ber; Jodi Martin, White College mem- Pictured at the recent reception of Omicron Delta Kappa Chapter of Murray
ie McCallon.
Melan
ber; and Neil McMillion, Residential honoring special leaders and advisors were,from left. Dr. Bonnie Higginson.
Alpha
Kappa
Pi
and
College Association
Jerry and Sissy Wommack of Gilbensville announce the engageCarol Burkhart. Lori Dial and Joe Hedges.
advisor.
ment and approaching marriage of their daughter, Dr. Kandice Joette
Wommack, to Randy Alan Duke, son of John Duke and Janice Phelps
of Benton.
Dr. Wommack is the granddaughter of the late Myrtle Joe Hawes
and the late John and Mae Wommack, and the stepgranddaughter of
Vera Overby Wommack of Benton.
Mr. Duke is the grandson of the late Clay and Vida Phelps and
the late A.N. and Hattie Duke.
The bride-elect is a 1990 graduate of Marshall County High School,
a 1995 graduate of Murray State University. and a 1999 graduate of
Logan College of Chiropractic. She now has her own practice at the
Marshall County Chiropractic.
The groom-elect is a 1984 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is employed by Carpenters local #357.
A private ceremony will be Saturday, May 29, 2004. Invitations
are being sent for a reception to follow the ceremony.

Wommack and Duke

Area student places in competition

Photo provided
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Lady Tiger standout signs with KWC

Seay's all business about soccer
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Emily Seay wasn't a contestant on. the NBC
hit show "The Apprentice", but the soon-tobe graduate of Murray High School hopes to
someday excel in the business world. While
she wasn't glared down by Donald Trump and
told she was fired, one thing is for sure —
she's fired up.
Seay signed a national letter of intent Tuesday afternoon to continue her athletic career
in the fall at Kentucky Wesleyan College,
where she will play soccer for the Division
II Panthers and major in business and Spanish
"I'm really excited," Seay said after signthe dotted line with her John Hancock.
photo
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Time,
&
dger
DANNiLe
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MICHAE
is why I've worked so hard for four
"This
play socEmily Seay signs her national letter of intent to
,ears."
Seay
fall.
cer at Division II Kentucky Wesleyan College next
Seay began playing soccer at the tender
. and her
Debbie
and
Robert
s.
parent
her
by
joined
was
of 8 and has appreciated the influential
age
afternoon.
brother. Ryan. in the school's library Tuesday

help of her older brother Ryan and soccer
guru Mike Minielli, who coaches the Murray
State University women's soccer team.
"Coach Minielli has just changed the way
I play and look at the game of soccer," she
said. "He's helped me become the player I
think I am now.
"With Ryan, he was genuine in his teachings and helped me relize the potential I had."
Seay entertained other offers from such
schools as University of the South and more
locally Trevecca and Bellarmine, but it was
the closeness and the surroundings that sold
Seay on KWC.
"It's almost like a high school," Seay said
of the campus in Owensboro. "I know •I'll
have to adapt to new surroundings and my
team, but I'm looking forward to it."
Jared Rosa, Seay's high school coach at
Murray, said the situation for her couldn't be
much better.
"I think it'll be really good for her," Rosa

the Pansaid of Seay's choice to play for
to get her
able
be
she'll
she
think
"I
thers.
able to
feet wet the first year and then be
season."
ore
sophom
her
during
in
right
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That would appear to be a likely scenari
2went
that
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progra
soccer
a
as Seay joins
in 10
12 last season, but to date, has brought
to 12 freshmen.
Kirk
Seay added that Panther coach Larry
her
about
cs
specifi
many
hasn't given her
g
workin
begun
has
already
but
time,
playing
game.
her
of
aspects
on fine tuning some
lit"I know I need to contain my shot a
and
on
g
workin
tle better, which I've been
she
my defense needs a little work as well."
said.
Rosa said with Seay's work ethic and Kirk's
style the two should mesh very well.
"As a player, she always • does what you
ask of her," he said. "You really can't ask
any more. I would expect that she'd take that
philosophy with her."

Morris, Lady Lakers
edge Marshall County
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A Marshall County error allowed
sophomore Chelsea Morris to score
the winning run as the Calloway
County Lady Lakers edged district rival Marshall County 2-1
Tuesday at CCHS.
The contest was tied at I-I
heading into the bottom of the
seventh inning, when Morris singled and later scored the winning.
run. The game-winning tally

crossed the plate when Ashley
Chadwick bounced a grounder back
to the pitcher. The throw to first
was wild, allowing Morris to score.
Carrie Radke paced the CCHS
offense with a 2-for-3 effort at
the plate. Kalyn Fox got the pitching win, striking out 13 while
walking no one.
The Lady Lakers return to action
on Thursday with a home contest
against St. Mary at 5 p.m.

SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

a Christian Fellowinto second base as the ball squirts free from
Murray High baserunner Tim Masthay slides safely
g Eagles Tuesday at Ty Holland Field.
ship fielder during the Tigers 10-0 rout of the visitin

Tigers trump Fellowship, 10-0
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
High Tigers
Murray
The
rebounded from Monday's loss to
crosskm it ri% al Callow ay County.
with a 10-0 rout of district foe Christian Fell(m ship on Tuesday at Ty
Holland Field.
The fise-inning contest was highlighted by MHS pitcher Zach
Baker's no-hit effort. The Tiger

right-hander's slat line was perfect with three strikeouts and no
walks, allowing Baker to improve
to a 2-1 on the season.
"Zach pitched very well.- said
Murray head coach Cary Miller.
"He had %cry good location with
his pitching and we had some
good defensive play to back him
up.
The Tigers. who have struggled
for much of the season offensively.

ay). Hopefully.
got their bats on track by pro- at the plate (Tuesd
to improve."
e
continu
we'll
game
the
in
hits
eight
ducing
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by a 3-for-3 effort from
in
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board
the
on
runs
putting two
drove home
the first, third and fourth innings, Antonio Kendall, who
twice himscored
and
runs
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three
three
and
one in the second
self. Kyle Erwin was 2-for-3 at
the fifth.
two RBIs and two
"We were able to do some the plate wiith
Baker and Chess
while
scored,
runs
doing
been
haven't
things that we
d in a run.
knocke
each
Volp
this year," Miller noted. "We've
scheduled to
were
Tigers
The
offenslump
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kind of been in
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sively, but we were more patient play at Mayfield this

SCOTT NANNEY`Ledger & Times photo

to
Calloway County first baseman Carrie Radke prepares
own
t
showd
distric
y's
Tuesda
during
scoop up a low throw
between the Lady Lakers and Marshall County at the CCHS
softball complex.

Burrell beats up on Cardinals

MICHAEL DANNledger&Times photo

Tennessee Titans wide receiver Tyrone
Kalen Story. 11, of Benton has his hat signed by
Calico on the Titans Caravan were Titans
Calico Tuesday at the Bank of Benton. Joining
Stone and the Voice of the Titans, Mike
Radio Executive Producer/Game-Day Host Larry
Keith.

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Pat Burrell is quickly bouncing back from an awful season.
Burrell had four hits, three RBIs and two nice
defensive plays in the Philadelphia Phillies' 7-3 victory over the St. Louis Cardinals on Tuesday night.
Burrell slumped to a .209 average last year with
21 homers and 64 RBIs, a big drop-off after he hit
37 homers and drove in 116 runs in 2002. So far
this year, he's hitting .339 with two homers and 14
RBIs.
"I've never had a good start, not that I was
anticipating a had one." Burrell said. "But to come
out and swing the bat well, it's a great plus for
me."
Mike Lieberthal hit a tiebreaking, two-run homer
in the sixth for the Phillies, who are 3-1 with two
games to go on a six-game trip. They lost five of
their first six on the road, but have averaged 5.5
runs on this trip and got to.Matt Morris (3-2) for
two homers and two doubles.
Burrell, who batted .190 against the Cardinals
in
last season, went 4-for-4. He had RBI doubles
sixth
the
in
scored
and
walked
third,
the first and
the
against Morris, added a run-scoring single in
ninth.
the
in
singled
and
seventh off Cal Eldred
Bobby Abreu had two hits with a homer and
base
two walks as the Phillies' 3-4-5 batters reached
with
-7
6-for
going
at-bats,
12
first
their
in
11 times
five
five walks. Jim Thome. who was 9-for-20 with
sealast
ls
Cardina
the
against
RBIs
homers and 10
and
son, walked in his first two plate appearances
was 2-for-3.
"It looked like early they didn't want any part
Burof Jimmy." manager Larry Bowa said. "When

AP Photo

Philadelphia Phillies' Pat Burrell, left, celebrates with teammates after hitting a solo
home run in the first inning against the St.
Louis Cardinals, Tuesday in St. Louis. Burrell went 4-for-4 in their 7-3 win over the
Cardinals.
rell swings the way we know he's capable of swinging, they're going to have to pitch a little hit to
him."
In the fifth. Burrell robbed Scott Bolen of a
three-run homer with a leaping catch at the leftfield wall and then easily threw out Albert Pujols
trying to take an extra base on a single by Edgar
Renteria. helping hold the Cardinals to one run on
three hits in that inning.
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Heldey leads
Racer
charge at
OVC Tourney
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Murray State women's golf team fired
a second-round 315 on Tuesday
to earn an 11-stroke lead heading
into today's final round of the
2004 Ohio Valley Conference
Championship.
The final round of women's
action in the 54-hole event was
scheduled to begin today at 11
a.m., while the first MSU player
was to begin play at 12:20 p.m.
The Lady Racers, looking for
their third straight OVC title and
sixth overall, were 13 shots betCalloway County captured runner-up
ter than first-round leader TenThe fifth and sixth grade girls' basketball team from
Patriot Classic, held in Paris, Tenn. nessee Tech during the second day
ball
Basket
a
Youth
meric
Mid-A
recent
the
s
at
honor
on of the tournament earned it an auto- of play.
The team's performance in the sixth grade divisi
in Hutchinson, Kan., later this summer.
After yesterday's play. MSU
matic berth in the MAYB National Championships
Averee"Fields, led the way with a 325-315-640,
e,
Choat
Layla
,
Smith
Kara
,
ester
Winch
Tori
are:
Team members and coaches
while TTU was second with a
Morgan Smotherman, Kristin Boggess
Darcy Stephenson, Haley McCuiston, Brittany Fox,
28-651. OVC newcomer
323-3
and coaches Richard Smotherman and Sabrina Dial.
Jacksonville State was third in the
field of eight teams with a 327334-661. while Eastern Kentucky
was fourth with a 334-342-676.
Through 36 holes, MSU was
led by senior Cuyler Hedley, who
Patterson said she likes the focus, drive and detersat alone in second in the indiStaff Report
on she sees in her players' eyes as they
minati
vidual standings after a secondMurray Ledger & Times
Championship on Friday.
'A'
All
the
ch
approa
round 76. Hedley is just one shot
PADUCAH, Ky. — Breanna Volp finished 2-forgoal — to make the state finals," behind second-round leader Julie
our
still
s
"That'
4 at the plate, including the game-winning hit, as Patterson added. "Each kid is stepping up and playSmith of Tennessee Tech.
the Murray High Lady Tigers scored a come-from- ing their roles.
Senior Nikki Orazine sits alone
behind 3-2 victory over St. Mary Tuesday.
"Our seniors are taking more responsibility. Emily
in third after an 80-77-157, while
Trailing 2-1 in the top of the seventh, Katie Wag- (Seay). Katie (Wagoner) and Shania (Marinoff) are
MSU junior Ashley Kelbough is
oner walked and was replaced by Shannon Elias. all playing tremendously. Shania made three outtied for fifth place in the field of
Christina Dunn followed with what head coach Patty standing defensive plays last night that really saved 40 golfers with an 82-80-162.
Men's Championship
Patterson called an "awesome, couldn't-have-orches- us from what could have been had situations," she
that
line
base
third
the
down
bunt
sophomore Kyle Shirley
better"
added.
MSU
tratedThe Lady Tigers pulled to within one run in the continued his strong play in the
scored Elias on an over thrown ball.
scored on a wild
2004 Ohio Valley Conference
Sixth-grader Karlee Wilson substituted in and top half of the sixth when Volp
Roof.
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onship with a I -over-par
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scored the game-winning run off Volp's
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lead in the individual standshot
13-2.
to
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The win improves Murray
ings entering today's final niund
of play.
Overall, the Racers were in second place in the team standings
after a second-round 304 and a
two-day total of 606. Jacksonville
Arant- er(M)def. Evan Sugg 8-6, Jonathan
def.
(M)
r
-Taylo
Salley
State held a slim six-stroke advanGirls
Kell 8-1.
8-0, Courtney Perry- Ray (M) def. Andy
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tage over the Racers after a 3020
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Velez
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Katarin
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Singles — Blair Lane
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Perdue (M) def.
d back to third with a secdroppe
8-3,
y
man (M) def. Aimee Beasle
8-0. Parker-Ray (M) def. Kell- ond round 311 and a two-day total
Boys
Leanne Hewlett (M) def. Rachel
Sugg 8-3.
Murray High 9, Reidland 0
of 609.
Arant 8-0, Brook Salley (M) def.
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(M)
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—
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Single
Heather Napolitano 8-0, Tricia TayHines 8-0, Corey Perdue
lor(M)def. Erin Johnson 8-0, Addie Chris
Tim Madd 8-0. Tucker
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8-1.
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Volp vaults Lady Tigers to win
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•Bathing
•Clipping
•Grooming
•Ear
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EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J.
(AP) — Kerry Collins isn't the
only New York Giants quarterback
seemingly ,heading out the door.
"The Bachelor" may not be far
behind.
Jesse Palmer's future with the
Giants is also uncertain with the
signing of J. Load.
That's Jared Lorenzen, the 280pounder from Kentucky who looks
more like an offensive lineman
than a quarterback.
Leigh Steinberg, who represents
Lorenzen, confirmed the signing
on Tuesday.
Lorenzen was not drafted this
past weekend.
Giants spokesman Pat Hanlon
said the team had no comment.
Lorenzen threw for 10,354 yards
and 78 touchdowns despite playing in three different offenses. He
also threw 41 interceptions, but only

(270) 753-6749
Is A Well-Groomed Dog.

Modeling Available

20 in his final three seasons.
Collins, who has been the Giants
quarterback since 1999, all but guaranteed that he would be released
soon after refusing to renegotiate
his contract.
The Giants wanted concessions
after making a draft-day trade to
acquire Eli Manning, the No. 1
overall pick, from the San Diego
Chargers.
Collins was due to make $7
million this season and he would
have counted $8.95 million against
the salary cap.
The Giants also have had a
couple of veteran quarterbacks in
for workouts.
Palmer, who is starring in the
reality television series "The Bachelor," wasn't overly impressive in
leading the team after Collins went
down with an ankle injury late
last season.
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'Flea Baths
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Baths
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Giants sign Lorenzen
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Westside Veterinary
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*NEW HOURS:*
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Rape Crisis Center looks for
Helpline, hospital volunteers

1-800-928-7273
teers at
friends and family. Hospital Volun
The Rape Crisis Center of their
to
www.rapecrigo
or
E)
(RAP
at
ms
victi
outreach volunteers meet
mation about
Murray and Benton is in desperate
infor
more
sisky.org for
local emergency room to also
need of Helpline and hospital out- their
ng.
teeri
volun
provide necessary support and inforreach volunteers. These volunteers
The Rape Crisis Center offers
n
matio
comtheir
to
ce
servi
slut
a
de
provi
free and confidential services to vicThe next volunteer training will
munities by answering the Center's
tims of any age, their friends and
held between May and June 2004.
24-hour Helpline and providing sup- be
family.
Please call the Coordinator of
port to s'corns of sexual assault.
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American Society of Safety Engineer
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Foundation announces scholarship reci
safety through
Continuing its support of workplace
y Engineers
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education, the American Society
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Ta
with college-bound children
College costs rise continually,
yet we all like to see our children
and grandchildren have the opportunity to go to college. Congress
has given us two education savings
vehicles with a special tax advan
tage: withdrawals used for
permitted purposes are not
subject to federal income tax.
Now is the time
to start funding
one of these
plans, no matter
Financial what the age of
Matters
your prospective
By Betty
student.
Boston
The plans are
Certified
n respecknow
Financial
as the
tively
.
,
Planner
Coverdell
Practitioner
Education
Savings Account, and the 529 plan.
While both are designed to help
pay education costs, there are dis-

Since the Kentucky Lottery began ini989,*e've awarded
over $4 billion in prizes. But we're all winners, because
on
the Kentucky Lottery has also provided over $2.9 billi
it
to the Commonwealth for state programs that benef
all of us, right in our home communities. That's why
we're celebrating 15 years of winners, every day!

Kentucky Lottery proceeds benefit all Kentuckians.
bw,w.kylottery.com
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DERBY DAYS ARE HERE AT BRANDON'S
An? tOe'Ye Ceie6'atin6 MIA

A

RUN FOR THE ROSES SALE
Stop By Brandon's Now Through Friday
And You Could Win

$ 11000
Check Out Br

bility.
Another major difference
involves maximum permitted contributions. For the Coverdell,
there's a legal limit of $2,000 per
beneficiary per year.
For 529s it's the total size of the
account that's limited, and the limitation varies from plan to plan. It
generally ranges up to $250,000,
although there are some plans
allowing as much as $350,000.
Once the plan reaches this limit,
no additional contributions may be
made. But of course the investments can continue to grow.
Contributions to both plans are
considered part of the annual gift
tax exclusion. However, 529 plans
allow you to gift up to $55,000(5
years worth of exclusion) per
donor all at once. Then, as each
year goes by, the gift tax on another $11,000 is excused.
If the donor dies before the 5
years have passed, the contributions on which taxes are not yet
excused will be valued as part of
the donor's estate.
Coverdells offer a wide variety
of investments to choose from,
while 529s utilize mutual funds.
Also. Coverdells allow you to
change those investments at any
time, but for 529s, changes are limited to once a year.
The two plans differ in the types

\

sr\cirrLE

necessary.

-

Selection Of New & Used Vehicles With
Free Extended Warranty On Every Used Vehicle!

Interest Rates As Low As

of expenses they cover.
The Coverdell may be used for
tuition, fees and cost of books for
elementary, secondary, post-secondary (technical school and such
as well as college), and graduate
programs.
The 529 covers only post-secondary and graduate education, but
adds room and board and other
costs that may be paid from the
plan.
Both allow for changes of beneficiary within the family, and for
exemption from penalties and from
federal income tax on withdrawals
used for qualified education
expenses. as defined by each type
of plan.
For both, there's a 10% penalty
tax on earnings as well as normal
income tax when withdrawals are
used for non-qualified purposes.
There are income limitations on
donors to Coverdell accounts, but
not on donors to 529s. For married
couples, these limitations begin at
$190,000 in Adjusted Gross
Income, and for single filers at
$95,000 AGI.
In our society, higher education
seems to make a huge difference in
a person's future. By permitting
withdrawals used for education
expenses to be income tax free, the
government is essentially saying
"If you care enough to plan for the
future education of this child, we'll
help you pay for it."
Betty Boston is Vice President
and Financial Consultant in the
Murray office of J.J.B. Hilliard,
W.L Lyons, Inc., member NYSE and
SIPC. Investments mentioned are
not FDIC insured, carry no bank
guarantee, and may lose value.

iliTSSENTIAL DAY SPA
mortims DAY GIFT IDEAS

In Our Showroom!
by Guessing How Many Roses Are
See dealer for officio! rules.)
(Must be 18 to enter. No purchase

tinct differences in their provisions.
For instance, the Coverdell plan
is considered an asset of the child
for purposes of determining financial aid, whereas the 529 plan is
considered an asset of the account
owner. It sounds as though, if the
owner is a grandparent, 529 plan
assets would have no effect on
scholarship and financial aid eligi-
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0%!Payments Starting At $691
See Dealer For Details
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Cadillac • Pontiac • Buick • Olds
world.com

15 — 18001455-5315 • www.brandonauto

753-53
1300 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray •12701
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THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
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provides coverage for
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*LIFE INSURANCE
•AUTOMOBILES
*HOMEOWNERS
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•FARMERS
*MOTORCYCLES
*WORKERS COMPENSATION

*MEDICARE SUPPLEMENTS
-LONG-TEHM CARE
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Fletcher promises Universities lobby for simpler visa process
money for modest
school raises
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Ernie Fletcher, preparing to
run state government on his own
spending plan
in the absence
of an enacted
budget,
Tuesday told
school superintendents they
get
would
for
funding
modest
only
pay raises and
Fletcher
for
nothing
projbuilding
ects.
He also sought to enlist their
help in persuading the General
the
mainly
—
Assembly
Democrat-controlled House — to
enact a new tax code. Otherwise,
state spending will have to be
"very, very austere," Fletcher said
afterward.
On short notice, 101 of
Kentucky's 176 school superintendents met in the capital with
Fletcher and top aides, including
his budget staff.
Reporters were barred from the
meeting. Budget Director Brad
Cowgill said afterward that a
Fletcher spending plan for the fiscal year that begins July I would
give school districts an extra $6
million — or $10 per pupil in
average daily attendance.
That would fund a 1.5 percent
raise for some employees — principals, librarians and counselors.
Districts would be required to use
their reserves to give the same
raise to classroom teachers, as
well as aides and other support
employees. In addition, the state
would scrape up $2 million for
teacher pensions. Cowgill said.
A $10-per-pupil increase would
be paltry. some said. "It's kind of
like going from $19.95 to 20 dollars and 2 cents," said Fred
of
superintendent
Bassett,
Beechwood Independent schools
in northern Kentucky.
"At least we didn't get cut, and
it looked like the governor was

really trying to support education," Bassett said.
Assembly
General
The
adjourned April 13 without passing a budget or a tax plan that
Fletcher had designed to be "revenue neutral" for up to two years.
His Republican allies who control
the Senate insisted on having both
in a single bill. House•Democrats
refused, waving a budget but not
the tax plan.
Fletcher is readying his own
spending plan in case leaders of
the two chambers fail to agree on a
budget plan in time for a special
legislative session before a new
fiscal year begins July I.
But school districts have run
out of time. Next year's budgets
must be adopted in May. School
employees whose contracts are not
being renewed must be notified by
Friday.
Some superintendents said
they, like Fletcher, think changes
are needed in the tax code.
Revenues have fallen short of projections for four straight years,
leading to budget cuts.
Fletcher's plan was a combination of tax increases and tax cuts
on both individuals and businesses. Fletcher said it would stimulate
the economy, leading to job
growth and eventually — but not
immediately — to greater revenues.
"I absolutely support the tax
Harrodsburg
said
reform,"
Superintendent H.M. Snodgrass.
"This was going into a pattern of
budget deficits. Something has to
change."
Shelby County Superintendent
Leon Mooneyhan said he, too,
favored a tax plan but needed
immediate results. "We need some
revenue increases now. I think his
plan does not provide for that,"
Mooneyhan said.
Fletcher said he told the group
that revenue could only be raised
through job creation because the
public will not stomach a tax
increase.

BOSTON (AP) — A steep because fewer undergraduates plan Education.
Foreign students also contribute
work on sensitive technologies
decline in graduate school applica- to
a
billion to the U.S. economy,
require
more
$12
thorough
backthat
has
students
tions from foreign
check.
according to 11E.
university administrators pushing ground
Experts cite several factors for
are
the
big,
pubeffects
Feeling
the federal government to reform
dip in applications, including
the
and
universities
private
elite,
lic
argument:
Their
the visa process.
esteem for America
diminished
like
whose
presiHarvard,
ones
The trend could cost U.S. schools
tuition at U.S.
rising
abroad,
reported
Summers,
Lawrence
dent.
research
much-needed revenue and
y competiincreasingl
and
l
applischools
internationa
help, and make America seem iso- a sharp drop in
and
Europe
in
.
alternative
tive
to
of
each
nine
cations
Harvard's
lated in the eyes of the world.
,t
International graduate student schools in a recent letter to federal Asia.
- --But the difficulty, or perceived
applications for this fall are down officials.
Many schools count on foreign difficulty, getting a student visa
32 percent compared with a year
appears to be the primary
ago, according to a recent survey, students to teach classes and fill quickly
cause.
labs.
applicaand schools are extending
"It's really frustrating because
"We don't have domestic stution deadlines so they don't lose
is no basic logic to getting a
there
in
mostly
take
their
to
place,
dents
students still negotiating U.S.
said •Moussa Dao. an HU
visa,"
and
technololike
science
fields
bureaucracy.
engineering student
computer
said
vice
Stephen
Dunnett,
gy,"
Meanwhile, in public comments
brothers have been
two
whose
l
for
educapresident
internationa
s
universitie
and private lobbying,
visas to follow him
get
to
'unable
are urging federal officials to speed tion at the University at Buffalo,
hasn't returned
who
and
here,
university
state
York's
New
part
of
that
up visa applications, stressing
home to Ivory Coast since 1999 for
for.3.6(K)
has
school
The
system.
the
to
beacon
a
as
role
America's
fear he would not be readmitted.'
world's students could be in jeop- eign students, with applications
The State Department, which is
this
year.
one-third
down
ardy.
some students priority intergiving
highpay
often
Foreign students
several
from
Officials
issued 474,000 student
slots,
view
finanlittle
and
up
soak
tuition,
er
the
and
schools
California
accepting , 74 peryear.
last
visas
Department of Homeland Security cial aid because they must demons. That's down
application
of
cent
e
get
to
self-relianc
financial
strate
discussed foreign student matters
80 percent. in
or
560.000,
from
Tuesday at a gathering in San a visa. More than 75 percent of
of State Colin
Secretary
2001.
outside
from
funding
comes
their
Diego.
Homeland Security
and
Powell
the
to
country,
according
the
a
from
tives
And representa
International Secretary Tom Ridge called last
of
handful of prominent schools, Institute
Yale
of
including the presidents
and Princeton, met in New York
recently to explore ways to use the
influence of their trustees to help
make their case.
Universities acknowledge that
the importance of -foreign students
is not obvious to the public, which
has security concerns after one of
the Sept. II hijackers entered the
country of; a student visa. Some
may wonder why foreign students
take up 600,000 slots in American
universities in the first place.
But administrators insist those
biz
slots are as important now as ever.
"This is one of America's most
r..
•tar
•
effective forms of diplomacy." said
for
0%
Douglas Kincaid, vice provost
international studies at Florida
International University in Miami,
where foreign enrollment is down
10 percent. "We're educating people who will be in influential positions in science and industry and
government around the world."
1720 South Friendship Road
More than 90 percent of graduFrom The Heart of Lone Oak"
Minutes
"5
ate schools reported their foreign
a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 12 Noon - 5 p.m.
8
Sat.
aff,
Hours: Mon.applications for this fall declined,
Phone: 554-1403
according to a survey of 113 universities last month by the Council
of Graduate Schools.
Undergraduate applications also
are down, but not as much, likely
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Hanging baskets ey More
"Certified Proven-Winners'Grower"
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WURTH FARMS
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Lawn Mowers

Cub Cadett isE HUME

It's time for the
Murray Ledger & Times
annual Graduation Section.
If you did not have your senior picture
made by Allison Photography, please
take a current picture of yourself to your
high school office. Please list your full
name, school and phone number on the
back of the picture.
DEADLINE MAY 7, 2004
•••
••••• •••• ••••

week for Congress to re‘iev, sisa
restrictions, and Ridge discussed
visas at a recent meeting with college presidents.
"We all want foreign students to
continue to come here." said Russ
Knocke. a spokesman for the
Customs
and
Immigration
F.nforcemeut division of the
Homeland Security Department.
"We want the United States to continue to be the destination for education."
There continue to he more international applicants than spaces
available for them, with no e‘
dence the total number of foreign
students here has yet declined.
Still, schools say more is help is
needed for internationals, includ
ing an ombudsman to investigate
cases that seem to disappear oi the
system.
Experts say many foreign stu
dents feel, they won't he v. elconie
here — belief's that s.ta LielaL
only fuel.
"They say., 'I can oo to C.Inado.
Australia. Why do I need to go io
the United States and put ni.v self in
a place where 1'111 not 1/14 CIO'inc
Dunnett said.

••• ••••

Wide Selection of Mower Parts
Large Selection of Western Clothing
Pet Food and Supplies
Livestock Feed & Supplies
Welders and Accessories
Air Compressors and Accessories
Hand Tools and Power Tools
Truck and Trailer Accessories
Paint and Accessories
Fencing and Farm Products
A Large Selection of Tack
Three Point Equipment

"This Is Way More Than A Farm Store"
Hours:
Monday-Saturday
8:00 a.m.-8 p.m.
Sunday
9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

SUPPLY02
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Location:
Old K-Mart
Building
Paris Road
Mayfield, KY
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ential search committee
Morehead appoints presid
be the
work with the search Board of Regents, also will
will
MOREHEAD. Ky. (AP) — A Monday, Isaacson. Miller as
of
firm
will
tee
commit
search
15-member
ead State searches for a
be responsible for helping recruit Moreh
ement for Ronald Eaglin, who
replac
and evaluate candidates for the presretire in
State has announced plans to
Morehead
of
idency
er.
Decemb
University.
Buckner Hinkle Jr. of Lexington,
Members of the committee,
chairman of Morehead State's
the
ed
reveal
were
whose identities

MWC Duo Honored By City

chairman of the search committee.
Other regents on the committee will
be James Booth of Inez, John
Merchant of Cincinnati, Helen
Pennington of West Liberty. Gene
Caudill of Morehead and Charles
Morgan Jr. of Morehead.

fall semester
Morehead State hikes tuition for theEaglin
said that like other state uniMOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Morehead State University students
will see a 14 percent tuition increase
in the fall after the Board of Regents
approved the hike Monday.
The raise will be $238 for resident undergraduate.students, bumping tuition to $1,920 per semester.
In-state graduate students will pay

an extra $258 per semester.
The Morehead State administration said the tuition hike is smaller
than what's actually needed. Still,
administrators said the increase will
pay for a 3 percent overall pay raise
and offset an expected 2.8 percent
cut in state funding.
Morehead State President Ronald

versities, the school is facing "a
drastic financial crisis."
"We have exhausted all our
options, and until the state provides
us with adequate funding, we don't
want to sacrifice the quality of education our students deserve," Eaglin
said.

U.S. GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
THURSDAY, MAY 13, 2004 AT 1:30 P.M.
AT 5138 US HWY 641 S. HAZEL, KY 42049
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
5138 US HWY 641 S. - HAZEL, KY 42049

-.0•4141111,

*3-4"nailtia

NB

Murray and Hazel reasonably close to schools,
This is a vinyl-sided house consisting of 1259 square feet located betweenbedrooms, one bath, laundry area and a two car
three
,
kitchen
room,
living
a
of
churches and shopping. It is comprised
pment, Rural Housing Program. This would be
attached garage. This property is considered suitable for the Rural Develo
minor repairs.
after
an excellent buy for an investor interested in rental property or for resale
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility of

the purchaser.

Minimum acceptable bid for this property is $28,811 .00.
p.m.
An open house will be held on Thursday, April 29.2004 from 130 to 2:00

LEGAL NOTICE

641 S. Hazel, Kentucky 42049, in order to raise the sum of $6593300
• • ce is hereby given that on Thursday, May 13. 2004. at 1 30 pm atof5138 US Hwy
interest in the amount of $7.972 04. as of December 11, 2003 and
plus
47
$10008
amount
the
in
opal, together with interest credit subsidy granted
of Judgement, plus interest on the Judgement amount (Principal
date
the
until
2003,
11,
r
.ie,est thereafter on the principai at $13 0958 daily from Decembe
until paid in full and for the costs of this action. pursuant
annually,
compounded
plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate of 1 23% computed daily and
the
United States District Court for the Western District o'
of
Docket
the
Paducah
on
15-J
No
503CV-1
Action
Civil
being
Sale.
to Judgement and Order of
Karen L. Feagin, ET AL, the following described
f/k/a
Hayes
L
Karen
vs
of
America
States
of
United
Kentucky entered on March 10. 2004 in the case
property will be sold to the hignest and best bidder.
House and of at 5138 US Hwy 641 S. Calloway County, Hazel, KY 42049
Buoy arid wife. Dawn M Buoy, dated January 24, 1998, and of record in Book
Being the same property conveyed to Karen L Feagn, by deed from Michael W
275. at Page 412, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
made payable to the U S Marshal) on the day of sale with good and
TERMS OF SALE: Ten percent(10%) of the bid price (in the form of a Certified Check
due and payable in forty-five (45) days and said bond having the
pad
until
annum
per
23%
011
rate
at
the
interest
bearing
balance
sufficient bond for the
by the U S. Marshal as a part of the proceeds of the sale
retained
and
be
forfeited
shall
deposit
the
r,
effect of a Judgement Upon a default by tne Purcrase
Court.
by
the
and the property shall again be offered for sale subtect to confirmation
demand or equity of redemption of the defendants and of all persons claiming
This sate shall be in bar and foreclosure of all right, title, interest, estate claim,
s of the appraised value If the purchase price is not equal to two-thirds of
two-third
to
price
equal
is
the
purchase
provided
them,
or
against
by. through, under
the right of the defendants to redeem dunng the period provided by law
ts
reflecting
defendan
of
the
favor
lien
in
a
the appraised vaiue, the Deed shall contain
the property of record in the local County Clerk's Office.
affecting
all
matters
of
notice
on
(KRS 426 530) Under law, the purchaser is deemed to be
,
Manage
ent
Developm
BRUCE D PARTIN, Community
Inquiries should be directed to
Rural Development
Paducah. Kentucky
Telephone: 270-554-7265, ext 101
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CMA Music Festival
(formerly Fan Fair)

June 10-13, 2004\4
Downtown Nashville, TN
More than 40 hours of live music; Autograph signings;
Special Appearances by the Stars of NBC Daytime; Sports Zone;
CMA Music Festival After Hours; Rivetfront Park Shows
Artists include: Brooks & Dunn, Keith Urban, Vince Gill,
LeAnn Rimes, Brad Paisley, Trace Adkins, Clint Black,
Terri Clark, Charlie Daniels, Wynonna, Billy Ray Cyrus,
Glen Campbell, Lonestar, Jo Dee Messina, Joe Nichols,
Dierks Bentley and many, many more.

Photo provided

Martha Crafton,
City Council recently recognized
Murray Mayor Tom Rushing and the Murray
named state
was
n
Murray Woman's Club. Creta
center, and Martha Joiner, right, both of the
ed are counpictur
Also
Year.
Newcomer of the
Woman of the Year while Joiner was named state
Danny Hudspeth.
cil members Rita Henley, Jane Brandon and

Marital troubles outside bedroom
can harm sexual relationship

• How will financial decisions
know each other as well as they
be made?
think they do. That is because a
• Who will write the checks?
dating relhtionship is designed to
it.
reveal
• How do you feel about credconceal infcIrmation, not
best
her
or
his
it?
puts
Each partner
• Will a car be bought with
foot forward, hiding embarrassing
borrowed money? How soon? What
facts, habits, flaws and temperakind?
ments.
II How far do you expect to go
Consequently, the bride and
sexually before marriage'?
groom often enter into marriage
with an array of private assumpII If the bride's friends differ
g.
weddin
the
after
life
tions about
from the groom's buddies, how will
Then major conflict occurs a few
you relate to them?
weeks later when they discover
111 What are your greatest apprethey have radically different views
hensions about each other?
on non-negotiable issues. The stage
• What expectations do you
is set for arguments and hurt feelhave for each other?
ings that were never anticipated
This is only a partial list of
during the courtship period.
questions to be discussed and conThat's why I strongly believe in
sidered. Then a battery of compatithe value of solid, biblical premaribility tests is administered to identital counseling. Each engaged coufy patterns of temperament and perple, even" those who seem perfectly
sonality. Sometimes the findings
suited for each other, should particare quite shocking. Indeed, some
ipate in at least six meetings with
couples decide to postpone or call
someone who is trained to help
off the wedding after discovering
them prepare for marriage. The priareas of likely conflict. Others
mary purpose of these encounters is begin working through their differto identify theassumptions each
ences and proceed toward marriage
partner holds and to work through
with increased confidence. In either
the areas of potential conflict.
case, men and women typically
The following questions are typbenefit from knowing each other
ical of the issues that a competent
better.
counselor will help the couple
Someone has said: The key to
address together.
healthy marriage is to keep your
MI Where will you live after get- eyes wide open before you wed and
QUESTION: Do you recomting married?
half-closed thereafter. I agree.
mend premarital counseling for
how
For
work?
bride
the
Will
Premarital counseling is designed
MI
My
engaged couples? If so, why?
to help engaged couples accomlong?
hours
spent
fiancee and I have
How
d?
planne
plish that.
• Are children
getting to know each other Over
apart?
far
How
soon?
Marriage is a lifetime adventure
How
we
many?
the past year, so why should
work
to
return
rewards those who persevere.
e
that
wife
expens
the
and
Will
time
•
bother with the
y?
quickl
after babies arrive? How
of counseling?
These questions and answers
• How will the kids be disciDR. DOBSON: Premarital
d?
literTraine
can
excerptedfrom books authored
Fed?
are
plined'
counseling is a must and
?
attend
you
James Dobson and pubwill
Dr.
aver.
by
church
ge-s
What
marria
•
ally be a
lished by Tyndale House
Furthermore, these sessions can
• Are there theological differPublishers, Dr Dobson is the
help young men and women overences to be reckoned with?
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QUESTION: Would you say
that most marital problems are
caused by sexual difficulties?
DR. DOBSON: No, the opposite is more
accurate. Most
sexual problems
are caused by
marital difficulties. Or stated.
another way,
couples who
have problems
in bed often
Focus on have bigger
ms during
the Family proble
the other 23 1/2
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hours in the day.
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QUESTION: What
would your recommendation be
to a young wife and mother
whose husband is extremelyviolent and frequently abuses her
and their children?
DR. DOBSON: She should get
herself and her kids out of the
home immediately. Abuse of spouses and children must not be tolerated. It's against the law, and the law
must be enforced. No one has to
live in an abusive environment
today.
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Grant will help university find
better medicine for children
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
University of Louisville has been
given a $1.8 million grant to expand
its efforts to find more effective
medicines for children.
The National Institutes of Health
picked a UofL program to join the
Pediatric Pharmacology Research
Network, a group of 13 research
centers across the country focusing
on discovering and testing new
medicines for children. UofL's program, the Kosair Charities Pediatric
Clinical Research Unit, was selected
from nearly two dozen competitors.
-This is exciting for the university." said Dr. Janice Sullivan, director of the Uotl. program. it puts us
in a group of prestigious pediatric
research units across the United
States and allows us to be at the
forefront of this evolving specialty."
Pediatric pharmacology, the

study of drugs for children and their
effects on a child's body, is a fastdeveloping field, said Sullivan.
The national network was established by the federal government 10
years ago to gather data for labeling
new and existing drugs for use in
children. Currently, only five of the
80 drugs most frequently used in
newborns and infants are labeled for
pediatric use, according to the network.
The network has just begun to
focus on understanding the intricacies of how a child's body handles
drugs — one of UofL's strengths,
Sullivan said.
The $1.8 million federal grant,
which will be spread over five
years, will help fund the Kosair
research effort and establish a lab
dedicated to studying pediatric proteomics, a field that focuses on the

workings of proteins in a child's
body during growth and development. The research group's current
budget is in the range of $500,000 to
$750,000 a year. Sullivan said.
In a room at Kosair Children's
Hospital, Joe Hullihan, 14, of
Middletown, was in for a checkup
as part of a study of a new drug to
treat acid reflux, a condition in,
which stomach contents back up
into the esophagus, causing inflammation.
The study is focused on how the
drug is metabolized by children of
different ages. Joe's mother, Jean
Hullihan, described the problems
she'd had getting her son treated for
acid reflux from the time he was an
infant.
"If it helps some mother down
the road. I'm all for it," Hullihan
said.
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Antibiotic switch urged to fight STD
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ATLANTA (AP) - The government is expected to recommend this
week that doctors switch to another
antibiotic for treating gonorrhea
because of an alarming rise in drugresistant cases of the sexually transmitted disease, top experts said
Monday.
The class of antibiotics commonly used to treat gonorrhea, including
Cipro, is no longer effective against
certain strains of the bacteria, said
Dr. Jeffrey Klausner, deputy health
officer and director of STD prevention for the San Francisco
Department of Public Health.
In place of Cipro, administered
as a pill. the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention is expected
to recommend ceftriaxone, which is
less convenient because it is injected. Klausner told The Associated
Press. Another recommended drug,
cefixime, is in pill form but is no
longer made in the United States.
CDC spokeswoman Jessica
Frickey said the agency plans to
announce new recommendations
Thursday for treating gonorrhea, but

would not give details. Klausner
and another health official who
worked with the CDC on its new
guidelines disclosed them.
Cipro has been used for at least
four years to fight gonorrhea.
In some areas, such as in Los
Angeles County, Cipro-resistant
strains account for asmany as 12
percent of all cases, said Dr. Peter
Kerndt, director of the sexually
transmitted disease program for the
Los Angeles County Public Health
Department.
"What's remarkable for us is how
quickly it went up from 1 or 2 percent" in 2001, Kerndt said.
In recent years, the government
has recommended ceftriaxone for
treatment of gonorrhea only in
Hawaii and California because of
the growing number of Cipro-resistant cases in those states.
Cipro-resistant gonorrhea has
apparently spread eastward across
the country after first appearing 15
years ago in Southeast Asia. A rash
of cases among men in Seattle,
Chicago, New York and other areas
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Find Your Dream Home In Your _P

$0 - $65,000

This beautiful home is situated on two
well-manicured lots with a decorative
bridge over a creek to connect therh.
Six bedroom and 6.5 Baths makes it a
great home for icids. Dramatic staircase leads you to executive living at its
best. A must see! $494,903 mls#12145

This three bedroom and two bath
home has hardwood floors and new
well pump and plumbing in 1998. 1.22
acres Just move in!!! $72,900 mls#19412

1rig
2

,I Y..

$200,000 & UP

$95,000 - $115,000

$65,000-$94,000

Totally remodeled in 1997. Western cedar
siding, skylight in kitchen and all appliances new in 2030. Don't miss this 1 bdr.,
1 ba. lake home. $39,900 mls#19820
This two bedroom one bath has wheelchair access. Extra room could be a third
bedroom. Excellent investment property on
large lot. $29,900 mls#19178
This home was duplex and can be easily
convected back. This will make it a great
investment. 4 bdr., 2 ba Buy it today and
get a great return. $41,000 mls#14213
Charming 2 bdr., 2 ba home with a three
car garage/workshop and 2 car carport.
The carefree yard comes complete with
a garden spot. Make an appointment to
see this jewel today! $65,000 mls#20040
Small home with great potential. Three
bdr. and two ba. with great wood
deck. $64,900 mls#16596
Immaculate 3 bar., two be. home located
near lake! Built-in entertainment center in living
room, lots of beautiful cabinets in kitchen, plus
garden tub in master ba. Home is spacious
and well planned. $44.900 mls$17494
Great starter home with potential for a
growing family. One block from the antique
stores, bank and restaurants. Three to four
bedrooms on a nice shaded lot with storage building. $39,900 mls#16483

61 More Homes In This Price
Range Available

2/3 Br, 2 1/2 Bo, ranch in wonderful
neighborhood, corner lot, 2 master
suites, workshop, 2 car garage, a must
see at $129,900!
Vaulted ceilings gives this three bedroom two bath home a very open feeling. Cherry cabinets and Jenn-Air
range sets off the attractive kitchen. A
must see. $79,900 mls#13343
Take a look for value and space!
Hardwood floors under the carpet in living room and hallway. Kitchen has new
cabinets and countertops, built-in corner hutch, this home has that home
feeling. $89,500 mIs#19346
Nice doublewide mobile on two acres
with two-car detached garage
Beautiful scene. $69,000 mls#16298

A.I•

Not many homes to chose from in this
price range, that have 3 bdr., 1 ba, in
exceptional condition. Let us show you
a home easy on the budget, yet a
place you'll feel proud to show off to
your friends. $74,500 mls#20352

44 More Homes In This Price
Range Available

Large home for the price in town 3 bar..
2 ba. on 1 ac. with possibility of purchasing 3 more ac. Don't let this one
pass you by. $135,900 mls#19637

,rome -411111kb-

Amer

Large home on eight acres - This three
bedroom, two bath home will give you
room to grow and roam. Fenced and
ready for your horses. Plus a barn.
$89,000 mls #18112

Model perfecT describes tn,s nome.
lake
near
ac.
13
with
ty
bedrooms and four and a half
proper
Four
Here's a
one lot waterfront, 4 bdr., 2 ba. Could
baths of perfection. Two-car attached
be developed, commercial uses or just ,garage with a two garage detached
leave it as a home. You choose. garage. This home is located in a
$139,900 mls#14997
beautiful tranquil subdivision. Come
take a look. $259,900 mls#12915

setting,
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t of
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The
creek.
a
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set3 bdr., and 1.5 ba. Very peaceful
ting with 4 outbuildings. Come take a
look! $137,000 mls#19930
Great ranch-style home on large lot
,
with beautiful garden. New carpet
paint flooring. Living room plus den and
sunroom. $124,900 mls#15139

30 More Homes In This Price
Range Available

Yes! A 1996 five bdr. home under
$145,030! Plus sitting on 3 ac. with an
incredible view of the country WOW!
What a rare home! Beautiful unique
floorplan. $142,500 mls#19728

Need lots of space? This home comes
with 10 acres to roam. Minutes from
the lake, but if that's not enough - it has
its very own pool too! Five bedrooms.
two complete living areas, and an
inside workshop completes this eye
catching home. Bring the horse along
to furnish the barn! $299,900 mls#12270

11 More Homes In This Price
Range Available

5 More Homes In This Price
Range Available
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Marriage Jubilee adds dating portion

All Systems Go!

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The third annual Marriage Jubilee will include an
additional portion this year. "Dating 101 And
Beyond..." will be part of the event, which will be
Saturday at Murray State University's Curris Center.
The Marriage Jubilee, which is sponsored by Circuit
Judge Bill Cunningham of the 56th Judicial Circuit,
begins with registration from 9 to 9:30 a.m. Dr. Jerry
Mays, Comsult Associates president, will deliver the
keynote address, "Paradoxes and Pitfalls of Marriage,"
in the Barkley Room.
Other sessions offered will be "Marriage Readiness"
by Gary Knuckles of Briensburg Church of Christ,
"Reconcilable Difference" by Dr. Gene Gilliland of
Benton Church of Christ, "Marriage Enrichment" by
Phil and Susan Van Hooser of Van Hooser Associates,
and "Marriage the Second Time Around" by Dr. Steven

Alexander of Alexander and Associates.
a general sesThe program ends at 4 p.m. following
— by Dr
ment"
Manage
sion — "Marital Money
evaluaand
Church
Baptist
Darrell Clarke of Marion
11:45
from
lunch
for
own
their
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"Dating 101 And Beyond..." begins at 11
Hardin
lunch and registration. Ricky Cunningham from
noon
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present
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Baptist Church
in the Barkley Room.
ions will be
The topics of the round-table discuss
Signs of
"The
"
"The Search for Health Relationships,
Sex in
"The
the Health of Relationships,"
"
nships.
Relationships," and "The Seal of Relatio
at 2:10 p.m.
The program will end after evaluations
call 762tion,
informa
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For
free.
The events are
7333 or 527-3585.
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Saturday, May 1, 6:30 p.m.

"New Options & Surgical Treatment of Obesity"
Presented by

Raymond Compton, M.D., General Surgeon

This Seminar Will Provide
Valuable Information On:
• Who is a candidate.

Raymond Compton, M.D.

Henry Co. Medical Center
Learning Center Rooms 2 & 3

• Morbid Obesity and the use of
the Lap-Band as a surgical aid
in the treatment of this
potentially life-threatening
condition.

Paris, TN
To register or for directions to the seminar please call:
731-644-FIND (3463) or 1-800-246-2508. Seating is limited!
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